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enhanced vinyl plank
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516 Fresno 248 Lucca

622 San Marco 617 Salerno
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Premio | enhanced vinyl plank
GLUELESS LOCKING INSTALLATION

Floorte Premio is a very design-minded collection 

created using high-definition printing, for a look that’s 

highly authentic. Its Fold-N-Go™ Locking system 

is precision-engineered with the most advanced 

technology possible—making it easy to use, strong, 

and durable.  Floorte Premio floors are also flexible, 

concealing imperfections of the floor beneath—so 

less floor prep is needed.

Features
Style  0490V
Size  6" x 48"
Thickness  6.5mm 
Edge Profile Beveled
Finish Armour Bead
Wear Layer 20 mil
Installation Fold-N-Go
Sq. ft. per carton 19.44
Sq. ft. per pallet 1,516.32

Specifications

Installation Grade

This Shaw product can be installed above, on 
and below ground level

Wear layer that offers astounding performance 
and is up to 5 times more durable than typical 
urethane surface.

10 year light commercial warranty.

This Shaw enhanced vinyl plank is warranted 
not to wear through under normal use 
conditions for as long as you own your home.

Available Visuals

• White-filled oak

• Weathered skip-sawn wood

• Detail grain patterns

• Rainwater-marked walnut

• Reclaimed

Color-coordinating Trim Pieces
 when ordering please include color number

VSMP2*
Multi-Purpose Reducer

Length - 72"

VSTM2*
T Molding

Length - 72"

VSQT2
Quarter Round

Length - 94"

VSST2*
Stairnose

Length - 94"

* Includes molding track, which is larger to accomodate thickness of this product.
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Premio | white-filled oak

527 Duca

228 Duomo

Known as the world center of design, City of Milan presents cutting-edge 
fashion—and so does the style Premio. White-filled oak is the hottest flooring 
trend throughout Europe—a strong direction for several years in the European 
marketplace that’s now climbing in the U.S. This resilient plank style offers long, 
linear sawn-face grains, for an effect that’s elegant as well as fashionable.
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Premio | weathered skip-sawn wood

745 Novella

622 San Marcos

Here’s a highly sophisticated reclaimed visual inspired by weathered skip-sawn 
wood. This stunning resilient plank appears to have years of age and patina—a 
refined reclaimed look that goes casual or elegant. One color offers paprika 
tones—rich, warm, and comforting; the other is a blend of nutmeg hues—cool 
olives, browns, and khaki.
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Premio | detailed grain patterns

505 Oliva 617 Salerno 764 Scala

Olive trees on the Amalfi 
Coast are the inspiration for 
this resilient plank style. The 
handsome trees have swirling, 
uniquely detailed grain patterns 
caused by windy climate 
conditions. Here, their exotic 
look is replicated beautifully—
without the negatives associated 
with harvesting exotic hardwood. 
The rich colors include a warm 
taupe, a drenched coppery red, 
and a warm cocoa brown.
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Premio | rainwater-marked walnut

218 Piazzo 516 Fresco 754 Monte

Designers saw a 200-year-old 
door in Northern Italy—
struck by rain over time and 
beautifully watermarked. The 
memorable sight inspired this 
resilient plank, which replicates 
rainwater-marked walnut, aged 
and mellowed to accentuate 
the handsome grains. In 
three trend-perfect colors:  
rich chocolate, caramel, and 
hazelnut.
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Premio | reclaimed visual

248 Lucca 549 Siena 575 Cortona

An upscale reclaimed visual 
with lots of variation between 
planks, this style offers an aged 
look with a sense of history. 
It was inspired by weathered, 
painted boards—like artists’ 
palettes with years of paint 
layers. Premio colors are: Lucca, 
a combination of rich creams, 
taupes, greys, and ivories; Siena, 
a blend of mushroom, charcoal, 
khaki, and white; and Cortona, 
a painted visual that looks like 
the paint is wire-brushed off to 
reveal a strong, grey brown.
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